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DRAFT 
 

Foreword: 
This document defines wwite’s ebusiness framework (eBF). The framework is based on decades of 

design and operational experience with large scale online systems, in particular Multi-Service Operator 

(MSO) Service Delivery Platforms (SDPs) and user access systems. 

 

This document is draft and considered incomplete and is being provided in its current state to the 

TMF’s TAW July 2012 as input for discussion within the Customer Experience working group on the 

basis that: 

 the works are deemed incomplete and of a draft nature 

 where portions of the text are used in other documents that acknowledgement is given. 

 where substantial portions of the document’s text or the eBF framework itself are required for 

other documents that agreement is sought from wwite and the author. 

 wwite and the author intend to complete the framework in the near future, possibly with 

other commercial entities and interested parties. 

  wwite reserve the right to independently complete the work under its own commercial 

strategy. 

 

 

Disclaimer 

The information provided in this document is for use of a general nature only and is not intended to be relied upon as, nor 

to be a substitute for, specific professional advice. No responsibility for loss occasioned to any persons acting on or 

refraining from action as a result of any material in this publication can be accepted. 
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Introduction 
Currently Business Process Frameworks (BPF) and various enterprise architecture frameworks are used 

to determine business goals and from that arrive at business process and IT solution sets using 

application design frameworks. The general framework approach is to take a top down view of a 

business, examine particular business operations and then arrive at process improvements which may 

then be transcribed into dedicated workflow processes, data models and possibly dedicated 

applications.  

 

However, with a business, the IT system being used is an ebusiness system within a world of systems 

that create a cyber world that is entwined throughout our social and business fabric. In this regard 

wwite believe there is a requirement to consider what the cyber world means in terms of business 

development, its capability and its information systems engineering when developing an online business 

strategy, hence the development of this framework.  

 

 

The eBF allows businesses to recognize their online situation, identify the forward strategy they wish to 

take and then associate that strategy with particular IT governance and information management 

doctrines. The framework can be used in two ways, that is:  a) to assess existing systems and; b) to 

develop online strategies and solutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

       Advancing Customer Centric Systems 
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Executive Summary: 
Business and IT systems have been evolving rapidly over the years and the introduction of mobile 

smartphones simply means that the business customer or partner can be online at anytime from 

anywhere.  

Traditionally IT was considered as automating business processes and hence IT solutions using dedicated 

data models followed the development of business requirements. This approach to IT solution design 

naturally over the years created process centric fragments within the organization which in turn resulted 

in complex security and customer self-care issues and high operational costs. 

 

However in this new age of personalized online services, IT must now be seen as a capability, an 

environment, an information infrastructure, a “logical 24 * 7 federated, online skin” of the organization 

which lives within an evolving real and cyber world. The cyber world being a system of interconnected 

systems. IT systems can also represent business competition or a threat, meaning that their agility and 

capability to expand - or their ability to probe your system and insert malware may suddenly impact 

one’s online business and ROI agenda. wwite believe that all business developments should be 

considering the cyber environment and what it represents and one’s capability in it as an essential 

element of business design. Certainly we see that the business interface to the cyber world is of equal 

importance to that of defining the business’s premises, its assets, its trademarks, it’s financial and staff 

management systems. We propose that the traditional steps (as shown above) are evolved to the 

following ebusiness approach and the eBF is applied in concert with the traditional methods. 
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Framework Application 

The wwiteware ebusiness framework can be applied in two ways: 

1. It can be used to assess existing systems where the cyber 

capability, usage, governance and process orientation is not 

completely understood or aligned.  

2. The framework can also be used to define the business IT 

system strategy and how the new solution sets relate and 

integrate with existing system applications and services.  

 

 

What is Information Technology?  – The IS or DOES 

Information Technology is gets debated widely. Some see IT as “pumps and pipes”, some see it as 

transactions on data models, some see it a simply as interconnected functions, disk drives and CPUs. That 

position we feel needs to be reexamined as it could present an impediment to the business growth or a 

risk. In essence IT is about Information processing for the purpose of providing utility and business value 

and it is stored and communicated via technology. We like to see the technology as the “IS” of a system – 

the way it is constructed; and the Information as the “DOES” representing the outcome for its users. 

Perhaps the following example illustrates the characteristics of the IS vs the DOES of technology. 

Galileo designed a telescope, a tube with glass at each end. The telescope’s 

architecture defined that “construction”. One might assume that onlookers may 

have said he was “obsessed with that technology”.  

Galileo was actually fascinated by what the Telescope “DOES” and what that 

opened up re knowledge, opportunity and innovation, rather than what the 

architecture of the telescope “IS”.  

 

Architectures, including traditional IT architectures are primarily are used to define the constructional 

perspectives of a system. However, it is the operational design of the system and the doctrines used (the 

“DOES” dimension), where ebusiness differentiation and value is realized.  

This leads us to the question, if it is the DOES of IT that makes or breaks the online business, perhaps we 

need to ask the questions namely: what is system architecture and what is a system framework and how 

its value is represented and realised.  
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IT is a capability  

IT is a capability based on information processing and distribution, and in the interconnected systems or 

systems cyber world, information processing, architectures, situational awareness, event and customer 

centric systems and logical governance models are the fundamentals.  

Perhaps the most profound yet basic example of IT capability and situational 

awareness is a scuba dive computer. A wristband device that monitors and 

measures the underwater world and its real time physics in relation to human 

capabilities. The device provides immediate advice on the human safety 

envelope. Suunto is a highly respected manufacturer of dive computers, their 

trademark is “Suunto - Replacing Luck”... 

 

 

Frameworks Overview 

The Cyber World 
Over the last 15 years the cyber world and its business and social implications have expanded and 

diversified considerably. We therefore also note that the linkages between traditional  framework “data 

models” and modern information engineering doctrines and information management engines such as 

Internet Search, Knowledge Management, Cloud Services , Content Management and MSO-SDPs,  have 

become vague. Such weaknesses in our design toolsmay mean any business analysis that is directly 

transcribed onto a traditional process centric data model methodology may be excluding considerable 

ebusiness capability and thus revenue potential.  

 

wwite ebusiness Framework 
eBFaddresses the logical information management and governance structure of eBusiness information. 

It allows businesses to recognize their online situation, identify with their forward eBusiness strategy 

and then associate that strategy with particular IT governance and information management doctrines. 

 

Existing Frameworks  
Existing architecture and governance frameworks and taxonomies are used to determine business goals 

and from that arrive at business management processes and IT solution sets. The general approach is to 

take the business strategy and requirements, examine particular business operations in a context and 

then arrive at process improvements which are then transcribed into dedicated workflow, data models 

and possibly dedicated applications. 
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In some cases where business architecting methods do not exist in an organisation, a bottom up 

approach is sometimes used to extrapolate and normalise from what exists, what the business “as-is” 

state is so that it can be transitioned into the “to-be” state.  

Where Are The Boundaries? 

While the process centric architecture method may be ideal for process centric organisations, it may not 

work well with organisations that are highly engaged in the cyber world are trying to transform, 

converge and federate their online systems and are trying to deliver personalized services for their 

customers and their online business partners.  More critically, sometimes frameworks prescribe 

unbounded and unqualified, generic “do-action list”, a set of process steps, such as determine business 

requirements, determine process needs, determine, information – data requirements, determine 

application requirements and then determine technology requirements.  This approach still leaves the 

implementor and the systems information engineering team to work out what that actually means to 

the business in the cyber world with the risk that any “process” unknowns at that time still remain 

unknown. 

 

Framework Collaboration  
The wwiteware ebusiness framework does not replace existing business architecture methods or 

frameworks; it has been designed to be applied in conjunction with them. The eBF is in first stage of 

release and will be evolved based on experience, workshops and case studies. 

There are several IT related frameworks being applied today namely ZACHMAN, TOGAF, COBIT, ITIL, ISO 

38500 (IT Governance). While all has considerable merit they all take slightly different angles and 

approaches to governance determination, information management, revenue models, business 

evolution, business architectures and information architectures. Generally all frameworks reflect a set of 

qualitative steps of analysis in a particular context. The difference with the eBF is that it does not start 

with abstracted business requirements; it starts with an assessment of the real eBusiness system and its 

operational association with the cyber world. 

The three diagrams below show the TOGAF architecture development methodology, the COBIT 

governance methodology, and ISO 83500 Corporate Governance of IT systems and its principles. These 

architectures and standards provide in effect the qualitative processes a company can use to manage 

the developments of its IT systems. However, it is deemed that such frameworks/methods they are free 

from system entity identity management issues, information engineering doctrines, cyber operations 

and the cyber environment. 
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The diagram below defines the wwite eBusiness Framework, the key points for federating IT systems 

(including governance and self-care) and three common logical governance domains namely: BSS - 

Billing Support System, OSS - Operational Support System, SDSS - Service Delivery Support System  

 

 

Governance domains are critical within a business and its systems as they are represented in the 

software engineering, the information design, the report and audit systems and of course job titles. 

Governance domains represent under what means how the business is providing governance of its IT 

systems to its users (staff, suppliers or customers). Each of the above diagrams is described in detail 

below. 

 

Governance Context Alignment 
At this stage it is critical to note that there is a distinction between a business’s organizational 

governance structure and it’s logical, governed IT services delivery structure. Driving this distinction is 

the need for customer self-care, converged services, federated services and federated information 

management language, online business partners and multi role based staff responsibilities.  
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That is a federated IT services governance structure ideally should be logical and about service delivery 

and need not be aligned to the business – HR governance structure of the organization. But what we can 

see is that the development of smart energy, ehealth and city systems and systems of systems that will 

require a multitude of logical governance domains that deal with situational value and pedigree, 

indicating that distributed service delivery and governance platforms (engines) will be critical functions. 

 

Framework Scope  
The wwite ebusiness framework (eBF) does not replace existing business – IT frameworks, it has been 

designed to be applied in conjunction with them. The framework applies to the system components 

above the networking layer namely application software and system information processing. However, 

the framework does address the system’s actual networking design.  The eBF is solely concerned with 

the ebusiness system as a system within systems. 

The eBF is in first stage of release and will be evolved based on experience and case studies. 

 

eBF Introduction 

System Perspectives 
At the highest level it is critical not to see ebusiness systems as a set of managed processes for users 

who have account IDs. Customer centricity in the cyber world means designing or evolving a system that 

way. The two perspectives of a system are from the 

outside-in and the inside-out. However, it is not just 

the customers that are online to a business; the 

business is online to other businesses as are the 

customers. Poor service from either online 

perspective results in a migration namely customers 

to other businesses, suppliers to other distributors. 

The eBF as its first stage of the assessment process 

looks at Online Associations – the cyber skin of the 

business – both looking in and out.   
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eBusiness System Contexts 
The eBF then looks below the ebusinss cyber skin to see how 

relevant the IT system is with respect to market sector and 

service delivery as system contexts. The diagram opposite 

highlights particular ebusiness system contexts. At the top of 

the diagram is the Service Delivery context – the cyber world 

touch points, in the centre there is the Enterprise context and 

at the lower level the Technology context.  

The eBF focus is on the issue of service delivery and service 

usage in the context of its cost, risk and market position. 

Naturally online customers and suppliers are critical in this 

context. Below this are the enterprise and its information 

management processes that relate to the business operation 

and the resources it brings to bear in order to trade. Supporting the enterprise context is the data 

management, network and technology. 

 

The wwiteware ebusiness framework primarily focuses on the top two contexts and in particular those 

associated with information engineering and system governance. 

 

 

The World of eBusiness and its Governance 
 

Customer Demands 
There are new and increasingly demanding expectations of customers with their online services  

In the last decade, the phenomenal uptake of social networking services has created a new paradigm 

and service standard for customer interaction with service providers and online communities. This 

paradigm places users at the centre of the interactions and in 

doing so creates a new set of requirements and online 

community standards for any service provider. 

At the core of the new and developing interaction model is 

customer centricity: all interactions with the service providers 

must be focused on me, my needs and my world. The 

emergence of this model has created a list of new 

requirements of the service delivery industry.  
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These requirements are  

 Me, my needs and my world  

 Customer self-care and single view by customers of what is delivered by this provider 

 High degree of personalisation of services 

 Secure identity and assignment of what is often very large numbers of entitlements, privileges and 
preferences including parental controls, copyright protections and the like 

 Recognition of groups and relationships between members such as families, employee groups and 
guests 

 Timely, easy and flexible opt in/opt out to services and pricing regimes 

 Flexible product offerings including bundling and special offers enabling speed to market and new 
product agility 

 On demand, Content and Presence based services 

 Location based services and expectations for full service for highly mobile customers 

 Secure services, able to be assured to meet privacy requirements and provide audit trails 

 Anytime, anywhere, any device access 

 Reliable, quick service even in peak periods 

 

These requirements also present new commercial opportunities to the operator and the service 

delivery industry 

Some examples are: 

 Targeted, personalised advertising and promotion 

 Up-sell and cross sell 

 Parental controls as services 

 Low churn through product and services bundling and personalised offers 

 Precinct-wide services delivery based upon knowing where a customer is when they turn on their 
mobile phone and elect to be recognised and receive specified services in that precinct 

 Emergency and crisis ‘precinct’ management 

 

And they present technical challenges 

 Large volume processing to meet growing use including in very populous countries 

 Flexible, extensible product catalogues 

 Low cost, quick time turnaround flexibility for business rules and information treatment 

 Low cost, low maintenance service provisioning 

 Low capital cost and low risk software installation 
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 Technical infrastructure management 

 Determination of the legacy system transformation and convergence strategy 

 Ensuring the productivity of and a commercial outcome to the user interaction  

 Single view of customers (and their families/groups) and their histories with your company to ensure 
full and personalised services delivery and optimise revenue opportunities 

 Opportunities for cyber threats and attacks (virus, malware, Trojans, masquerading, identity theft, 
phishing). 

 

The last bullet point refers to cyber threats. These are a risk to the online organisation and due care and 
resources must be assigned to deal with them as part of the business and ebusiness governance strategy. 
Having explicit knowledge of what these are, are considered the same as other financial or competitive threats 
and risk assessments. 

 

Common Cyber Threat Methods 

The following list identifies the common types of cyber threat methods we encounter today: 

 Identity theft where another online user impersonates or masquerades with the 
intention to defraud 

 Hoaxes or emails that try to frighten users by describing fictitious situations. 

 Call Out programs that call other parties without authorization by the user. 

 Intrusion tools that is capable of tracking and recording a user’s keystrokes and then sending this data 
to the intruder. 

 Nuisance-Joke programs that disrupts the normal activities of a computer user. 

 Remote monitoring and software modification without notice. 

 Spyware that can monitor passwords and other critical information without detection. 

 Trojan horses, software that gains a foot hold in the system that can often do cause considerable 
system damage. 

 Virus, software that replicates itself and also infects other programs or causes local damage through 
system corruption. 

 Worms, programs that replicates itself and then infect other computer systems. 

 Adware programs that covertly gather personal information and relay it to another computer.  

 Freeware that hides back door or time bomb functionality. 

 

The eBusiness Skin and Service Delivery 
The above bullet points represent what can happen on the ebusiness “skin” of the organization. We also 

refer to this “skin” as the online customer/user touch points.  
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Customer Touch Points 

Customers experience their service providers through for 

example, four touch points. Critical to revenue, cost and 

growth is the way these touch points are made seamless 

to the customer and scale and of course the logical 

governance contexts they operate under. Touch points 

are not distinct in terms of design, implementation or 

business and operational dependencies.  For example all 

customer accesses to the operator rely on network 

services and the billing system relies on the network 

services for charging records. Self-care and customer care functions can be inter-winded under 

particular circumstances. The four customer touch points are described within the framework.   

 

Logical Governance Entities 

Included in the diagram above are the customer centric, logical governance functions (that include 

process based architectures). In the Telco space the “logical” governance 

functions are normally placed in two major contexts (BSS and OSS). With 

the emphasis on customers, services and the governance of the “cyber skin” 

there is the third (as introduced by wwite), the SDSS which is evolving to 

deal with customer centric business requirements.  

 BSS - Billing Support System 

 OSS  - Operational Support System 

 SDSS  -  Service Delivery Support System  

 

While these logical governance domains are primarily described for a Telco or Operator, many other 

types of organisations have billing systems (BSS), manage a server, applications and network 

infrastructure (OSS) and are looking to expand their online services (SDSS). Essentially, these major 

logical governance domains apply to many organsations. For example smart energy, ehealth and city 

systems will require similar governance domains. 

 

System Governance and Users 

Systems have generally evolved from fragmented 

processes and applications over time meaning 

that it is a difficult task to support all of the above 

bullet points and apply them across a fragmented 

enterprise. Over the last decade there has been 

an evolution to Multi Service Operator – Service 
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Delivery Platforms (MSO SDPs), a governance engine that can manage the ebusiness skin. Noting here 

that it is not just the customers that access a ebusiness system. The staff, suppliers, retailers, 

contractors, Cxx management and auditors also access the ebusiness system according to their 

entitlements.  

In essence systems are evolving from the data process architectures (as shown above), to the customer 

centric, logical governance architectures (that include process based architectures) such as used in (e.g.) 

the Telco or MSO domain.  

 

System Security Governance  

A basic snapshot of ISO 27001 – Information Security Management Systems (ISMS) (as shown opposite) 

– which needs to be directed across the business 

enterprise, means that if systems are 

fragmented, incoherent, complex in terms of 

human and IT process interaction, the ISMS 

audit and verification processes will be much 

more costly and complex. And with such 

fragmented systems, the risk of cyber threats 

much greater  
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The eBF Introduction 

Introduction 
The eBF is represented as an onion ring with the outer ring considering the cyber-business interface to 

the outside world (the service delivery context). This outer edge, shown as Online Associations, 

represents the online business “skin” of the organization. Within the outer ring, additional rings are 

defined which further characterize the cyber business system, with the central inner ring representing 

the characteristics of the ebusiness ICT system and its construction. Noting here that this aligns with the 

COBIT model as its “core” is defined as IT Resources 

. 

 

 

Each layer of the framework onion provides major subject matter contexts in which minor subject 

matter contexts exist. The framework has been primarily designed to ensure that a “cyber outside 

looking in” is used as opposed to a “top down – structure, process, data” agenda. The framework allows 

for additional sub-topics to be included or those of no importance to be excluded. In addition the 

framework is directed at what the ebusiness system “DOES” and not necessarily what it “IS”.  While 

systems can be defined for what they are (in terms of their construction – “IS”), the eBFis more 

concerned with what the system “DOES” and will do  and how the system uses governed information 

engineering principles to do that. 

 

Two Usage Modes – Outside In 

The framework can be used in two modes.  The first mode is 

to assess the “as-is” state of the legacy system and from the 

way it touches the online world.  It is recommended that with 
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any system where a transformation or evolution program is planned that an assessment is carried out 

prior to that task.  

The second mode is the solution development mode. The framework is used to develop the new 

solution and to see how it will affect the existing system. In both contexts, wwite take the “outside in, 

customer centric, information services” view of the system elements as opposed to “inside out - data 

transaction , technology” centric approach meaning that NFRs are considered.*. 

* NFRs,  Non Functional Requirements normally deal with scale, performance, reliability and sometimes usability. One view about why 

NFRs might be that any IT system design issues that cannot be represented in a framework or an architecture design could be considered 

as NFRs. However, such a view simply means that operational and usability system design issues are discounted.  It is widely understood 

that NFRs are not “non-functional” to the business or shareholder/taxpayer that is investing in the IT solution. NFRs are still functional 

system elements and should be included in a framework, architecture and specification.  

 

 

Cyber Touch-points 

Introduction 
At the outer edge of the wwite eBusiness framework, the business system’s cyber touch points are 

assessed. This step examines the external ebusiness’s interfaces from an 

informational perspective in terms of type, scale, capacity, productivity, 

governance, cost and risk. This assessment is then applied to the inner 

rings of the framework, the next being Market Sector. The key concepts 

of this assessment phase are  

 The cyber dimension of the business. 

 Who the business is interacting with and how and why. 

 The generic cyber services being used such as email, web and software support. 

 Cyber services governance methods. 

 The productivity of the transactions re cost or revenue. 

 The security methods applied. 

 

Cyber Touch Point Topics 
The Cyber Touch-point topic list is identified in the diagram (right). Topics 

can be added or removed according to the situation. Each topic comprises 

a generalized set of approximately ten questions of which several deal with 

costs and others deal with quantity and utility.  Of note is the type of 

interfaces used in the core operations of the business namely B2B, B2C and 

C2C. Evaluating the type of interfaces addresses the number, scale, 

capacity and nature of, the cost and productivity of such interfaces, their 

utility and security and revenue implications. For example where online 
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users access the systems (and there may be millions of them) the rate at which the system is used and 

what the users actually do implicates the business front end design including data base performance 

and access control methods.  Other interfaces, particularly B2B may have low numbers of transactions 

where their value is very high, thus security would be of paramount concern. C2C transactions on the 

other hand normally have very high transaction rates, but most would have zero revenue earning 

transaction value. 

Once the Cyber Touch-points topics have been assessed, two outcome maps can be drawn for both the 

customer and capability dimension and the OPEX-CAPEX and revenue dimension. 

The two maps provide input to the final correlation stage which is after the System Construction 

assessment. 

Topic Assessment Table 
The table below provides a normalized set of questions which can be used for each topic. Below the 

table are notes that help describe the context of the questions. The top row describes the overall topic 

and the number of tables involved in the topic. That is Interface Quantity will be set to 10 if there are 10 

B2B interfaces. 

Per Organisation Topic:  OA- B2B Total Interface Qty:  

Per Interface B2B Company Name Interface Name 

 OPEX Cost PM Revenue Provided 

 Applications Involved Data Base rates/properties 

 Managed By – Organisation Entity Managed By – Technology Function 

 Security Methods Transaction Rate (per min/hr/day) 

 Content Management Methods IP Address Form , IPV4 or V6 

 Backup Configuration Peak Loading – Time of Day 

 

Assessment Questionnaire Notes 

 Applications Involved – quote core applications which may mean Asset Management, Logistics 
Support, Inventory, Business Contract Management, Billing. 

 Security Methods include authentication, authorization, use of certificates and PKI, use of 
signatures, use of  encryption, trust and assurance methods, governance controls  

 Managed By parameters are there to address governance and policy matters. It was noted in the 
introduction re the use of structural or logical governance contexts. ** see below. 

 Content Management Methods should indicate the use of web pages and forms, use of 
classifications, audit and tracking, identification processes, source and target applications or users 

 The IP Address Form is included. Due to the expiration of IPV4 assignable addresses in March 2011, 
systems may be evolving to IPv6. B2B interfaces will need to be upgraded in concert with the 
specific business partners as and when the needs arise. 

 The Backup Configuration is included in that main stream activity data may be dynamically backed 
up either on site or a remote site. From an interface perspective remote system/site could be 
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considered as an internal B2B interface which is subject to transactional updates in a real time or 
active-active environment, or batch 

 The Peak Loading requirement is to test that the system has been designed for it and to assess with 
other interfaces and networked applications that their aggregated peak load and the time it occurs 
is understood. 

 

 ** Governance contexts - It is critical to note that there is a distinction between a business’s organizational governance structure 

and its logical, governed IT services delivery structure. Driving this distinction is the need for customer self-care, converged 
services, federated services and federated information management language, online business partners and multi role based 
staff responsibilities.  
That is a federated IT services governance structure ideally should be logical and about service delivery and need not be aligned 
to the business – HR governance structure of the organization. 

Interface Contexts 

The first three topics review the company’s B2B, B2C and C2C interfaces. Critical aspects of eBusiness 

interfaces are the numbers of users, the dynamics of the interface, the security methods involved but 

more particularly are the application and data model designs that support these interfaces. 

Considerable “data demands” can be placed on interfaces with high numbers of users and it has been 

noted that where B2B beliefs are used for B2C requirements, these have led to project overruns, higher 

costs and customer complaints. Rapid “user-click” behavior, dynamic HTML, presence, multiple device 

types, variable image size rendition and extensible objects on relational data engineering create very 

high system performance demands which must be satisfied reliably. Noting here that; transactional data 

centric architectures tend not to indicate B2B, B2C or C2C contexts. 

 

B2B Interfaces 

B2B interfaces can either be direct business partners, suppliers, cloud services or software/hardware vendor 
support services. Generally B2B interfaces have contractual licences applied to them, are well protected and 
governed (transactions are audited or accounted for). 

 

B2C Interfaces 

Customers,  Retailers, Support Staff, Customer Service Representatives, Online Legal, Audit and Accounting 
providers, Vendors, Suppliers and Contractors should be considered as a aggregated or segregated B2C” 
streams” . Each stream for example can be distinguished by its cost/return parameters or its application and 
security associations  

 

C2C Interfaces 

C2C Interfaces reflects social networking or online trading - auction styles of applications. C2C can place 
extreme transactional load on a system and its governance, user management applications, data bases and IP 
services infrastructure such as DNS and presence services.  
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Software Maintenance 

Software Maintenance via a B2B or B2C interface is included separately here for the reason that many 
software modules today such as operating systems and anti-virus protection systems automatically go online 
to a vendor or support service and down load new program modifications  or plugins . The security and 
volume of such information should be considered as part of an existing system or a new solution. Specifically, 
audit and system compromise processes should be included. 

 

Search 

Search via B2B or B2C interface is included separately here for the reason that many organisations use Search 
engine services for personal use (training, understanding, administration), for company business development, 
for advertising or for embedded application services (Maps, APIs). The security and volume of such information 
should be considered as part of an existing system or a new solution. Specifically, audit and Denial of Service 
(DOS) processes should be included.  

Content Management should indicate the use of APIs used, content retrieved usage, copyright management, 
web site(s) information trawling,   

 

Email 

Email Security Methods may indicate the use of Subject Line classification, signatures and receipt responses, 
incidents or abuse, spam and junk mail.  Use of Subject line can also be formal and informal – if formal subject 
lines are used, then audit and archive procedures should be in place to ensure legitimate use. 

Backup Configuration can be alternate servers or mail box archive methods, capacities     

 

Web 

Response properties, Transaction Rate and Peak figures should reflect on the use of dynamic HTML/web 
pages, use of content streaming, image rendition.    

Security should reflect use (or not) of Cookies and their lifetime, Phishing and Pop Ups. Use of B2C passwords 
(as used to access other systems) should not be common to the business, departments, particular web 
services or particular users. (e.g. compromised remote passwords as used on one external web domain should 
not allow other external web domains to accessed under masquerade conditions.) 

 

Content/Media 

Note: Content Management Methods could indicate media purchasing or distribution licences, transcoding 
methods, pay per view, use of EPG, Catalogues and Offers, Genre selection, purpose.  
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Voice 

IVR Help Methods, durations of calls, wait times (IVR Music) and menu navigation selection levels can indicate 
ease of use, areas of optimisation, or areas of frustration. 

With IVR, experience has shown that technology language  menu systems  are not that easy to use if the 
customer is not technology literate, advertising or company monologues without override frustrate and” no 
escape to a human operator” can simply lead to the customer hanging up. 

 Mechanically formed messages re number of users in the queue multiplied by the service time need 
to be capped. An IVR message that says “You are important to us – your expected wait time is 97 
minutes” is not customer centric. The solution is to nominate a call back arrangement. 

 

 

Networks 

Network capability, types, security levels and utilisation indicate the capability of the business to operate in the 
cyber world. Fail over and standby systems should be in place. 

With the expiration of routable IPv4 addresses, the evolution to IPv6 needs to be on the agenda (see below). 

IP addresses can be used in system application to determine location of the user, trace routes, call 
intervention systems, be sold to end users (MSO – CPE management), leased in fixed and dynamic modes 

IP addresses are part of the DNS subsystem records. 

 

 

Naming and Addressing 

Naming and Addressing – with distributed systems there are several forms of names and addresses. Typically 
Telephone numbers are used for voice and IP V4 or V6 addresses used for IP networks. In this context, the 
allocatable IPv4 address has recently expired meaning that dual stack may be required or new systems are 
built using IPv6. Critical to this situation is how other businesses and service providers are addressing this 
transition as this may affect a company’s online business and IT fund allocations 

Naming is a critical subject area as it affects who uses and system and what is named within it. Identity 
engineering will be covered in the information doctrine section, but critical to the management of names, is 
what they represent and how they are configured into the system. 

In terms of security, PKI for example allows the system to put trust onto named entities (Issuer’s and Subjects) 
and if systems are designed with multiple process fragments with incoherent naming disciplines, then that will 
make overall access and security and audit systems more complicated than they have to be.  

 

Security  
In terms of addressing security, there are naturally the properties of security such as trust, assurance, 

confidentiality, privacy. There are also security frameworks that enable us to see the complete 
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dimension of security issues. However, in order to architect security as qualitative and quantitative 

elements within larger systems, there is also a logical governance hierarchy to consider. The following 

diagram identifies these logical governance contexts as: 

 

Ownership – who or what function is at the pinnacle of the command and control or verification 

functions 

Name Management – Known as identity engineering in the bigger systems context and in the more 

simplistic contexts as Identity Management (IDM) (user-system “log on” management). A major part of 

security is validating an entity name or an activity name within a named context of what is known. The 

detection of alien name forms or alien activities indicates a breach in security processes. Identity 

engineering is a critical engineering doctrine and is described in the Information Doctrine section below. 

Access – The method applied to the identified (named) entities, that links them to the named 

credentials (permissions) they use to access the named services  

Services Map – The design applied to product and service portfolio so that it maps to the user 

provisioning and user entitlements as used for allowing authorized access.  

Usage – the means of collecting management control records and resource usage records for auditing 

and accounting purposes and to ensure that usage is not violating normal practices.  

Error Management – the means of collecting management event records and alarm records to ensure 

violations are detected, service continuity and the resolution of problems 

 

In order to get a full picture 

of security the assessment 

can adopt a number of 

perspectives namely; 

1. Assess the 

organisation as 

per ISO 27001 

2. Assess the 

security 

governance 

contexts as 

identified in the 

diagram above 

3. Identify the 

types and numbers of security threats and cyber attacks 
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4. List the security related services as provided by other organisations, using the table below 

 

Security Assessment 

 

 System and user security services including DRM, encryption and confidentiality and shared keys 

 Are external security services used, such as PKI trust points, certificate suppliers, Identrus, smart 
card validation systems, tokens. 

 

 

Market Sector  
Section is incomplete 

Introduction 
The wwite eBusiness framework’s second level deals with the Market Sector of the organisation. 

This step examines the style or responsibility (e.g. government, defence) of business being executed. 

This assessment is then applied to the inner rings of the framework, the next being eBusiness 

Influence.  This assessment is used to characterize the type of business and its online strategy and 

agenda. 

The key concepts of this assessment phase are  

 determine the general nature of the business 

 identify specific market characteristics 

 Identify if any major cyber initiatives are being 

considered (smart cities, ehealth).  

 Identify overall costs and revenues 

 Identify major assets such as networks or cloud based services 

 Identify competitive forces 

 

The Market Sector- topic list is identified in the diagram. Market Sectors 

can be changed if required. All sectors comprise a generalized set of 

approximately ten questions of which several deal with costs and others 

deal with quantity and utility. Different Market Sectors will have 

different online agendas, a different range of core applications and in 

some cases may be developing “smart” infrastructure systems such as 

eHealth, smart city, transport and energy. Other market sectors such as 

Defence may be addressing coalition operations, ISR systems and 
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unmanned aerial vehicle command systems. Some Market Sectors may also be developing international 

links or having to deal with particular (on-line system) regulations and auditing requirements. For 

example CSP-MSO (telco operators) provide internet and voice services, finance have international links 

and ATM networks, airlines again have international infrastructures to deal with. 

Once the Market Sector topics have been assessed, two outcome maps can be drawn for both the 

customer and capability dimension and the OPEX-CAPEX and revenue dimension. 

The two maps provide input to the final correlation stage which is after the System Construction 

assessment. 

 

The Market Sector assessment table is provided below. It is generic but provides the key ebusiness 

operational characteristics of the market place concerned  

Per Organisation Topic:  MS-(sector name) Total Online Users:  

 Company Name Service Dimension 

 IT CAPEX and OPEX budget Revenue Provided 

 Major Assets Minor Assets 

 Core Applications Ancillary Processes 

 Cyber Infrastructure Provided Business Support Services 

 Smart Initiatives Cloud Initiatives 

 Competitive Forces ARPU 

 

Additional fields can be added if required 

 

 

CSP or MSO 
The CSP or MSO business is complex in that it uses IT infrastructure which generally interconnects with 

other national infrastructures which operated under many common technology profiles and at the 

operational and business levels a considerable number of bi lateral and multi-lateral contexts. 

Converged personalized mobile multimedia services and smart phones have been a considerable 

revolution that has affected just about every aspect of this market sector business. Competitive forces 

are now utilizing the CSP-MSO infrastructure (known as Over The Top (OTT) services), meaning that 

customers are simply seeing the CSP machinery as “dumb pipes”  and will only pay the price (a declining 

price) for what that is. 

 Service Dimension indicates the services provided to customers ( Voice, IP, content, devices, 
maritime,  etc). 
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 Major Assets – Major items that apply IT services in some way shape or form, e.g Network 
infrastructure, Real Estate, Buildings, Satellites, Mobile Towers, whole sale content licences 

 Minor Assets – Minor items that use IT and are either products for or are intrinsic to the 
business e.g.  cable modems, mobile phones, set top boxes, laptops,  

 Core Applications – include Network Operations, Billing, Provisioning, CRM, Content 
Management, Business Intelligence (BI) – applications that form/shape the operation for the 
market sector concerned. 

 Ancillary Processes – support applications, HR, Payroll, Data warehouse, Office Automation 

 Cyber Infrastructure Provided indicates the provision of mobile, satellite or FTTH. 

 Business Support Services  - allow for outsourced entities or third party service providers 

 Competitive Forces indicates (e.g.) how the OTT services are impacting strategies and revenue.  

 ARPU – average revenue per user. 

 

 

Finance 

Service Dimension indicates the services provided to customers (online banking, stock market, 
mortgages, etc ). 

Cyber Infrastructure Provided indicates the provision of ATM networks and Inter-banking. 

 

Government 

Service Dimension indicates the agency services provided to customers (online tax, welfare, licences, 
etc). 

Cyber Infrastructure Provided indicates the provision of traffic control networks and law enforcement 
and emergency services systems. 

 

 Transport 

Service Dimension indicates the services provided to customers (travel cards, tickets, toll systems, , etc).  

Cyber Infrastructure Provided indicates the provision of Transport infrastructure or tag based toling. 

Energy 

Service Dimension indicates the services provided to customers (Smart meters, etc). 

Cyber Infrastructure Provided indicates the provision of smart meters, grids or generation and 
distribution systems . 
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Airlines 

Service Dimension indicates the services provided to customers (online booking  and seat resevations, 
flight schedules, catering, freight, aircraft maintenance, disruption (weather, crew, aircraft) control, etc 
).  

Cyber Infrastructure Provided indicates the provision of integrated and international online customer 
oriented services. 

 

Retail 

Service Dimension indicates the services provided to customers (online tax, welfare, licences, etc). 

Cyber Infrastructure Provided indicates the provision of traffic control networks and police surveillance 
CCTV systems.  

 

 Media 

Service Dimension indicates the services provided to customers (travel cards, tickets, toll systems, , etc). 

Cyber Infrastructure Provided indicates the provision of Transport infrastructure or tag based tolling . 

 

Defence 

Service Dimension indicates the services provided to joint and combined forces (C4ISR systems and 
Defence assets). 

Cyber Infrastructure Provided indicates the provision private networks, C4ISR systems, guided weapons 
and assets. 

 

 

Health 

Service Dimension indicates the services provided to customers ( home help, medical supplies, 
monitors, nursing and alarm systems, etc ).  

Cyber Infrastructure Provided indicates the provision of online out-care services. 

 

Education 

Service Dimension indicates the services provided to customers (online tax, welfare, licences, etc). 

Cyber Infrastructure Provided indicates the provision of electronic libraries, laboritories, scientific 
facilities. 
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 IT Vendor - SI 

Service Dimension indicates the services provided to customers (travel cards, tickets, toll systems, , etc). 

Cyber Infrastructure Provided indicates the provision of Transport infrastructure or tag based tolling . 
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eBusiness Influence 

Introduction 
The wwite eBusiness framework’s third level is the eBusiness 

Influence. This step examines the governance constraints 

(positive and negative) and the strategic and operational 

pressures being placed on the business and system design. This 

assessment is then applied to the inner rings of the framework, 

the next being Service Context.  This assessment is used to 

highlight how the ebusiness system, as defined by its Cyber 

Touch-points and Market Sector can be orchestrated in a pragmatic fashion. Different Market 

Sectors will have different eBusiness Influences and depending on the set of influences being dealt 

with, different Service Contexts will occur 

The key concepts of this assessment phase are  

 To determine priorities and the cost and revenue effects 

 Identify if system fragmentation is an issue 

 Identify if legacy systems are a benefit or a problem 

 Identify how the business’s customers are valued 

 Identify if competition is an issue 

 Identify if the business has sufficient territory 

 Identify if cost – return ratios are an issue  

 Identify if cyber threats are being consideredc 

 

The eBusiness Influence- topic list is identified in the diagram right. 

eBusiness Influences can be changed or added as required . All eBusiness 

Influence topics comprise a generalized set of approximately ten 

questions of which several deal with costs and others deal with 

importance and priority.  Of note is that particular influences reflect 

different types of market sector operations and regulations, national or 

international initiatives such a “smart city” and the company’s strategy in 

regard to online customers and their self-care functions. 

Once the eBusiness Influence topics have been assessed, two outcome 

maps can be drawn for both the customer and capability dimension and 

the OPEX-CAPEX and revenue dimension. 
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The two maps provide input to the final correlation stage which is after the System Construction 

assessment. 

 

Federation 
Federation is being driven both with the business organization and its external interfaces. The best 

example of a federated IT system is the telephone (number) network and its numbering plan. The 

Internet names and addresses we all use represent a federated name space and a way of global working. 

Federation does not mean a change in organizational structure, just a change in the governance model 

to embrace logical services governance structures.  

In addition, federation does not suit everything, dedicated structures and processes within organisations 

still need to exist as these may represent the crown jewels and intellectual property of the business. 

Security may be another reason why it is best to keep dedicated services the way they are. Thus in the 

eBF assessment task it is recommended to draw a logical line around the points of federation within the 

system and the dedicated organizational structures and the process centric (business core) functions 

within that. 

The drivers for federation are:   

 Coherent business interfaces to the online world 

 Coherent single view services for self-care 

online customers 

 Coherent business services (email, web access, 

security, reports and analysis) and operations 

across the organisation. 

 Common service platforms and information 

taxonomies that reduces the cost of new 

technology systems and reduces system 

fragments and OPEX 

 The ability to use third party and cloud service 

providers for the business as a whole 

 Improved business governance and reporting 

at less cost and with better accuracy 

 

 

Per Organisation Topic:  Infl- Federation Total Online Users Affected:  

Per Driver Driver Type Rationale 

 End User Context Visible Deliverable 
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 Information Taxonomy Expected Benefit 

 Business Priority IT System Priority 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 Driver Type – as listed above or include others 

 End User Context – self-care. converged services, logical governance, etc 

 Visible Deliverable – taxonomy, specification, product  management and sales, etc 

 Business and IT systems priority – within the organisation. Rank these together to determine the 
where the process drivers are and then rank these with other influence assessments. 

 

 

 

Regulations 
Regulations around business and ebusiness systems usually are indistinct about the difference. Meaning 

from a legal standpoint, it does not matter if an error around company solvency and accounting existed 

in a human process, and IT process or was undermined by a cyber-Trojan. In particular SOX 302 and 

privacy laws hold directors responsible, it is therefore critical that all regulations that affect the viability 

of the system or implicate the management if regulations are explicitly listed. The list should then be 

assessed as to how the regulation is implemented and possibly breached. For example Fair Trading 

regulations would have many processes including complaint procedures in place, warrantees, opt-in and 

licence agreements, procedures for sales to minors and so on.  

Regulations:   

 Market sector regulations – e.g. banking, mining 

 Executive remuneration reporting 

 Audit and Compliance – Company reporting and solvency. 

 Occupational Health and Safety 

 Employment Agreements 

 Fair Trading 

 Information Privacy 

 Taxation 

 

 

Per Organisation Topic:  Infl-Regulation Total Online Users:  

Per Regulation Regulation Type Regulation Domain 

 Process Group IT Support Processes 
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 Audit Method Reporting Method 

 Information Taxonomy Insurance Method 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 Regulation Type – as listed above or include others 

 Regulation Domain – HR, Finance, Sales, Marketing, Retail, Legal 

 Process Group – which business department is responsible for the regulation’s implementation 

 IT support processes – application or software module(s) used to enforce the regulation   

 Audit and Reporting – processes and application or software module(s) used for the regulation   

 OPEX – cost per month of the regulation 

 Insurance method - processes and application or software module(s) used to reduce risk or 
underwrite compliance to the regulation. 

 

Standards and Frameworks 
Standards and frameworks are applied across the business and technology environment. For the 

assessment it would be sensible to keep the list constrained to those that relate to business and IT 

governance that considerably implicate OPEX and IT systems in their application. We also suggest 

that “pure” IT standards are not included unless it implicates compliance or a business capability.  

Architecture and Business Process Frameworks should also be included as they should affect the 

cyber system evolution process and incur a cost.  

A point to note is that frameworks may orchestrate the Model to 

Operations (M2O) direction and that must be tested as to the 

outcome required. For example business process modeling may 

provide the direction as indicated in the diagram opposite. That 

is it is process centric, leading to dedicated application and data 

modeling. The direction may be.  

 The business is segmented into dedicated applications 

that use dedicated transactions, processes and data 

models. 

 

Q1: How are customers represented in the organisational structure? 

Q2: How is federated governance and business wide information values represented? 

Q3: Should consider a customer’s view of the system and their online experience and revenue 

potential 

 

Basic Standards - frameworks:   
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 SOX 

 Quality Control - ISO 9000 

 Governance of IT - ISO 83500 

 Information Security Management System - ISO 27001. 

 COBIT 

 ITIL 

 TOGAF 

 Zachman 

 Market Specific e.g. TMF eTom BPF 

As an example, If we take ISO 27001 Information Security Management System( ISMS) , it states “ The 

ISO/IEC 27001 certification, like other ISO management system certifications, usually involves a three-

stage audit process: 

 Stage 1 is a preliminary, informal review of the ISMS, for example checking the existence and completeness of key 

documentation such as the organization's information security policy, Statement of Applicability (SoA) and Risk 

Treatment Plan (RTP).  

 Stage 2 is a more detailed and formal compliance audit, independently testing the ISMS against the requirements 

specified in ISO/IEC 27001. The auditors will seek evidence to confirm that the management system has been 

properly designed and implemented, and is in fact in operation (for example by confirming that a security 

committee or similar management body meets regularly to oversee the ISMS). 

 Stage 3 involves follow-up reviews or audits to confirm that the organization remains in compliance with the 

standard. Certification maintenance requires periodic re-assessment audits to confirm that the ISMS continues to 

operate as specified and intended. These should happen at least annually but (by agreement with management) 

are often conducted more frequently, particularly while the ISMS is still maturing. 

In the above (stage 2) a committee is mention and one would assume under that processes and reports 

derived from system instrumentation (logs, report generators) are used. 

 

Per Organisation Topic:  Infl-Standards-
Frameworks 

Total Online Users:  

Per Standard Standards Type Standards Domain 

 Process Group IT Support Processes 

 Audit Method Reporting Method 

 Information Taxonomy External (cyber) dependencies 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 Standard or Framework Type – as listed above or include others 

 Standard’s Domain – HR, Finance, Sales, Marketing, Retail, Legal 

 Process Group – which business department is responsible for the standard’s’ implementation 

 IT support processes – application or software module(s) used to enforce the standard   

 Audit and Reporting – processes and application or software module(s) used to confirm outcomes 
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 OPEX – cost per month of the standard 

 External  (cyber) dependencies  - the external business partners that either audit this standard or 
insist that it is used on the interface to them . 

 

 

Competition 
Competition in the cyber world is a key feature of its operation. In this assessment there may be direct 

competitors (such as the retail world) or indirect competitors and indirect competitive forces.  

Direct competition relates to the Market Sector as selected above. In some cases such as Defence and 

health, competition may not be relevant. (Although, it should be noted that IT system capability in 

Defence can be major differentiator). In this area, a review of cost structures, product pricing, billing and 

loyalty methods and delivery systems may be required. 

Indirect competition comes from similar business entities that grab the headlines, the search engine 

output ranking, and counter-promotions that dilute the marketing and sales campaigns that one is 

delivering. For example an insurance one company may do a promotion on one day only to be 

superseded by a better value promotion the following day. Here the competition is not actually after 

insurance revenue but simply seeking the disposable income of potential spenders. Social networks are 

the ideal vehicle for the “latest and greatest” and mass market generation. 

With cyber competition, patterns should be looked for and at least promotion events need to be kept 

confidential prior to release.  

 

Self -inflicted competitive forces are the parts of the ebusiness system in terms of process or 

application capability that work against the market and growth of the business or where deficiencies 

exist they could lose business simply through customers leaving the ebusiness system without saying 

why. These conditions are the most onerous to account for. 

Self-inflicted Competitive Forces:   

 Customer Churn 

 Unfriendly IVR systems 

 Inefficient help systems. 

 Repeated and unresolved complaints 

 Slow online system responses  

 Billing errors 

 Uninformed sales calls 

 Lack of product bundle options and personalisation 
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Per Organisation Topic:  Infl-Competition  Total Online Users Affected:  

Per Competitor Competition Type Competition Domain 

 Process Group IT Processes 

 Notification Method Reporting Method 

 Information Taxonomy External (cyber) dependencies 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 Competition  Type – Direct,  Indirect or self-inflicted as listed above or include others 

 Competition Domain – Retail Interfaces, Branding, Marketing, Self Care 

 Process Group – as listed for example in the self-inflicted forces 

 IT  Processes – application or software module(s) that create or assist with competitive forces   

 Notification Methods – how the situation is signalled  

 Reporting Method – how the competitive situation is reported   

 OPEX – cost per month to deal with competitive forces 

 CAPEX – required to address the most aggressive competitive forces 

 

 

Operations 
Operations influence all aspects of a business and ebusiness system in particularly those that relate to 

revenue generation.  At the technical level there are challenges with maintaining 24 * 365 * 99.999% 

availability on systems which evolve quite frequently. Key staff is considered part of operations as are 

sustained engineering skill training programs.  

At the business level, operations could include Sales, Marketing, Financial and Administration or 

Customer base. 

 

Operational Influence:   

 OPEX - Maintenance Costs 

 System Complexity 

 System Reliability 

 System Productivity. 

 Skill base and work load 

 Escalation processes 

 Fall back and upgrade processes 
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Per Organisation Topic:  Infl-Operations Total Online Users Affected:  

Per Operational 
Item 

Operation Type Resource Type 

 Process Group IT Processes 

 Notification Method Reporting Method 

 Information Taxonomy External (cyber) dependencies 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 Operation Type – Systems support, Sales, Marketing, Finance, Admin, Billing, etc 

 Resource Type  – Staff, Real Estate, Office automation, applications 

 Process Group – as listed for operational influence above  

 IT  Processes – application or software module(s) that decrease or assist with operational outcomes   

 Notification Method – how the operational situation is signalled   

 Reporting Method – how the operational situation is reported   

 OPEX – cost per month to deal with operations 

 CAPEX – required to address the most costly OPEX forces 

 

 

Legacy Systems 
Legacy systems provide a major influence on how the business evolves and operates. Existing systems 

represent the business’s investment to date and the effectiveness to deliver services and a return 

Legacy system assessments are used to: 

 Identify core system components where for instance, their processes are totally proprietary, 

the information records held represent years of business activity and any specialization or 

upgrade would be costly or complex. 

 Identify Office Automation services (as distinct from core applications).   

 Identify IP service or voice service infrastructure components 

 Identify content and document management systems  

 Identify customer facing systems 

 Identify the number of system users – including contractors and staff 

 Identify marginal and costly system elements which can be or will be retired in the next few 

years.  

Aging factors include: 

 Prohibitive support costs 

 Support being withdrawn 

 Reliability 
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 Capacity 

 Lack of specification documents 

 Data model too restrictive 

 Security 

 Usability 

 

Per Organisation Topic:  Infl-Legacy Total Online Users Affected:  

Per Legacy Item Legacy Type Anticipated Lifetime 

 Aging Factor Replacement Strategy 

 Information Taxonomy External (cyber) dependencies 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 Legacy Type – Core application, OA, Infrastructure, Content, Customer Facing 

 Anticipated Lifetime  – months, years 

 Aging Factor – as listed for aging factors  above  

 Replacement Strategy – overall plan and system integration needs 

 OPEX – cost per month to operate  the legacy component 

 CAPEX – required to adopt a replacement if required 

 

 

Customer Centricity 
Customer Centricity could be construed as having a CRM. However, while a CRM is a necessary function, 

it has probably been designed from a back office perspective meaning the CRM represents how a 

business wants to manage its customers as accounts. Whereas customer centricity is an approach to 

defining systems from what customers see and do with an online business. The systems engineering in 

this respect is understanding buying behavior, system access rates and scale and the self-care 

information model of the customers and the way they use it to the business’s advantage. 

The initiative to define a federated information model (FIM) (a taxonomy) is now seen as a common 

requirement to progress customer centric designs and to insure dedicated data models are not 

developed –which are  then followed by high integration, security, governance and support costs. 

The diagram below highlights the major aspects of the customer centric – taxonomy development. 
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The diagram identifies how customers manage their services and included in that is the concept of 

Guests. In a typical IT architecture the concept of Guest users will probably not be shown meaning that 

online customer acquisition strategies may have not been considered.  

Customer centric influence assessments are used to: 

 Identify how the customer information model is designed, applied and governed. 

 Identify if customer is simply treated as an account or a person.   

 Identify if the CRM model reflects the customer or reflects the way the customer is managed.   

 Identify if there is instrumentation in the user access systems that detects unsatisfactory 

outcomes for both the business and the user. 

 Identify if the access machinery (IDM and IAM) represent the most effective way of delivering 

an experience and earning revenue 

 Identify poor self-help and care systems – such as IVR systems that frustrate customers 

 

Customer Centric (function) types include: 

 Loyalty Program 

 Help Desk 

 Self-Care 

 Personalisation 

 Parental Controls 

 Customer Acquisition ( and promotions) 

 Payment Options (Pre, Post, Subscription) 

 Product Bundles 

 Specialisations – National language, Genre, Gender, Disabilities 

 Single View 

 Statistics - Reports 
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Per Organisation Topic:  Infl-Customer Centricity Total Online Users Affected:  

Per Customer 
Centric Item 

Customer Centric Function Type Revenue Rating 

 Retention Rating Churn Rating 

 Usage – Transaction count Usage - Customer count  

 Information Taxonomy External (cyber) dependencies 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 Legacy Type –  as listed above 

 Revenue earning rating – Dollars  per annum 

 Retention rating – Customer loss or gain per annum 

 Churn  rating – Customer loss – return per annum 

 Usage  – transactions per annum 

 Usage  – actual customers 

 OPEX – cost per month to operate  the customer centric  function 

 CAPEX – required to adopt the function or  a replacement if required 

 

 

Smart Systems and Automation 
This topic identifies if the ebusiness evolution is being influenced by: 

 National or global initiatives in for example, smart cities, smart energy, transport, ehealth 

infrastructure. 

 Or large scale automation such as energy generation and machine to machine (M2M) control 

systems.  

Smart system assessments are used to: 

 Identify if the forward systems design and engineering strategies include the right doctrines 

 Identify with the scale, capacity and real time nature of the system 

 Identify the governance factors of the system 

 Identify with the user and service dimension of the system 

 Identify the range of devices used on the system 

 Identify with the revenue instrumentation of the system 
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Per Organisation Topic:  Infl-Smart Systems Smart System Type:  

Per Smart Item Entity Type Entity Count 

 Service Consumed Description Service provided  Description 

 Real time requirement Identity Method 

 Governance Method(s) Coverage 

 Information Taxonomy External (cyber) dependencies 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 Smart System Type – City, Energy, Meter, Transport,  eHealth, Education, Social support 

 Entity Type – Device, User, Generation, Distribution, Retail entity 

 Service Consumed – list the services demanded by the entity type 

 Service Provided – list the services provided by the entity type 

 Real Time Requirement – indicate the performance 

 Aging Factor – as listed for aging factors  above  

 Replacement Strategy – overall plan and system integration needs 

 OPEX – cost per month to operate  the legacy component 

 CAPEX – required to adopt a replacement if required 

 

 

 

 

Revenue, OPEX-CAPEX 
OPEX and CAPEX policies and budgets are key influences in a system’s evolution. In this part of the 

assessment input from other influences can be correlated. 

The financial and cash flow models implicate return and re-investment and thus the allocation to CAPEX 

and OPEX.  

Revenue , OPEX and CAPEX system assessments are used to: 

 Identify revenue drivers and its instrumentation. 

 Identify where both OPEX and CAPEX are applied to the major ebusiness  items (of this 

framework)   

 Identify cost recovery and billing system policies 

 Identify flows and trends on ROI 

Financial factors to identify: 

 Poor ROI 
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 High cost OPEX 

 Unending CAPEX programs 

 Poor revenue generation architectures 

 Informal cost recovery processes 

 Complaint costs vs effective margins on services 

 Unexpected events and costs incurred 

 Billing and payment packaging 

 

Per Organisation Topic:  Infl-Legacy Total Online Users Affected:  

Per Legacy Item Legacy Type Anticipated Lifetime 

 Aging Factor Replacement Strategy 

 Information Taxonomy External (cyber) dependencies 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 Legacy Type – Core application, OA, Infrastructure, Content, Customer Facing 

 Anticipated Lifetime  – months, years 

 Aging Factor – as listed for aging factors  above  

 Replacement Strategy – overall plan and system integration needs 

 OPEX – cost per month to operate  the legacy component 

 CAPEX – required to adopt a replacement if required 

 

 

Risk Management 
Risk Management is a key influence in a system’s evolution. In this part of the assessment input from 

other influences can be correlated. 

Transformation and convergence initiatives can be of a considerable dimension and risks can be realized 

at many levels and dimensions. With eBusiness systems of scale it is essential to have some higher level 

framework as to risk classification. For example, 

 new initiatives and the longer term projects may not realize all the deliverables in terms of time, 

cost and serviceability envisioned,  

 systems may be subject to security breaches and cyber attacks while under construction or 

operation or;  

 systems may have not been tested or dimensioned correctly resulting in technical faults, 

customer complaints or service contract failures 
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Risk Management assessments are used to: 

 Identify core system components where for instance, their processes are totally proprietary, 

the information records held represent years of business activity and any specialization or 

upgrade would be costly or complex. 

 Identify Office Automation services (as distinct from core applications).   

 Identify IP service or voice service infrastructure components 

 Identify content and document management systems  

 Identify customer facing systems 

 Identify the number of system users – including contractors and staff 

 Identify marginal and costly system elements which can be or will be retired in the next few 

years.  

Aging factors include: 

 Prohibitive support costs 

 Support being withdrawn 

 Reliability 

 Capacity 

 Lack of specification documents 

 Data model too restrictive 

 Security 

 Usability 

 

Per Organisation Topic:  Infl-Legacy Total Online Users Affected:  

Per Legacy Item Legacy Type Anticipated Lifetime 

 Aging Factor Replacement Strategy 

 Information Taxonomy External (cyber) dependencies 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 Legacy Type – Core application, OA, Infrastructure, Content, Customer Facing 

 Anticipated Lifetime  – months, years 

 Aging Factor – as listed for aging factors  above  

 Replacement Strategy – overall plan and system integration needs 

 OPEX – cost per month to operate  the legacy component 

 CAPEX – required to adopt a replacement if required 
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Service Context 

Introduction 
The wwite eBusiness framework’s fourth level is Service Context. This assessment is used to 

highlight the approach used to the supply, delivery and governance of services, the nature of the 

machinery involved and the approach to revenue instrumentation and revenue generation. This 

assessment is then applied to the inner rings of the framework, the next being Information Doctrine.   

 

Different Market Sectors will have different eBusiness 

Influences and Service Contexts and depending on the set 

of influences being dealt with, different Service Contexts 

will occur. For example if there are regulations 

(influences) as to content categorization, then the 

services contexts needs to consider content delivery 

licencing and possibly3rd party services 

The key concepts of this assessment phase are  

 To determine priorities and the cost and revenue effects 

 Identify if system is dealing with process control or M2M 

 Identify if the delivered services are infrastructure, dedicated applications or a mixture. 

 Identify if a converged services agenda is critical 

 Identify if specific device and content agendas are critical 

 Identify if COEs and cloud services impact service delivery 

 Identify if cost – revenue return ratios are an issue  

 

The Service Context- topic list is identified in the diagram right. Service 

Contexts can be changed, added or discounted as required. All contexts 

comprise a generalized set of approximately ten questions of which 

several deal with costs and others context specialisations.  Of note is 

that particular service contexts affect governance and delivery 

infrastructure needs. 

Once the Service Context topics have been assessed, two outcome 

maps can be drawn for both the customer and capability dimension and 

the OPEX-CAPEX and revenue dimension. 
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The two maps provide input to the final correlation stage which is after the System Construction 

assessment. 

 

 

Process Control 

Process Control describes the service context of automation which includes some device or electronic 

control system (SCADA, M2M).  The intent of this assessment is to ensure that process control systems 

are scaled correctly and that the device type configuration management systems and operations centers 

are in place. Such systems might be: 

 Energy production and distribution systems 

 Smart meters 

 Medical equipment , imaging 

 Media recorders, players,  

 Airline baggage systems 

 ATMs 

 Robots 

 POS and retail  

 

 

Per Organisation Topic:  SrvCtx-Process Ctrl Total Online Devices Affected:  

Per Control Item System Type Device Types 

 Device Count Services Provided 

 Control Application Configuration Control 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 

Infrastructure 

Infrastructure describes the voice and IP services subsystems as managed (or provided) by the ebusiness 

systems. The intent of this assessment is to ensure that the infrastructure systems are capable of the 

service demands placed on them and that for example the naming and addressing schemes are well 

designed and scaleable.  

Typically the following infrastructure components are used: 

 Voice/VoIP services and PABX 

 IP routing and boundary gateways 

 DNS and DHCP (Domain naming and IP address management) 
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 Web and content services 

 VPNs and firewalls,  

 Name Servers 

 Presence 

 Network Time management 

 Policy Control and Charging 

 

 

Per Organisation Topic:  SrvCtx-Infrastructure Total Components:  

Per Control Item Infrastructure Type Number of Servers/functions 

 Transaction Count Services Provided 

 Control Application Configuration Control 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 

Applications 

The Applications service contexts define the service profiles of core applications. For example a Billing 

application might provide pre and post-paid services, subscription services, account history information. 

The intent of this assessment is to define the service properties of the key applications in order to get a 

enterprise wide services profile.  The application services assessment should also indicate the user 

type/profile of those that are governing the services and those that users of the services. 

 Application Type – Core or ancillary application  

 Service Governance Domains - BSS, OSS, SDSS, Marketing, Sales, Production 

 Service Governance Role - Customer, Product manager, Cxx, Operations 

 Service User Type  - Customer , Staff, Contractor 

 Access Control Method – Rule Based, Role Based, Policy Based 

 

Per Organisation Topic:  SrvCtx-Applications Total Core Applications:  

Per Application Application Type Service Name 

 Service Governance Domain Service Governance Role 

 Service User Type Access Control Method 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

Cloud Services 

The Cloud service contexts define the service profiles public or private cloud services. For example a 

Billing application might provide pre and post-paid services, subscription services, account history 

information. The intent of this assessment is to define the service properties of the key applications in 
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order to get a services profile.  The application services assessment should also indicate the user 

type/profile of those that are governing the services and those that users of the services. 

 Cloud Type – IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, NaaS, GaaS  

 Cloud Service Name – as per cloud service operator or Private 

 Cloud Services (s) – Search, Translation, GIS, Publishing, News, Stock market 

 Cloud Service Interface  - B2B, C2B, 

 Charging Policy – By Usage, Subscription, Customised Plan 

 

Per Organisation Topic:  SrvCtx-Cloud Svcs Total Online Users:  

Per Cloud Item Cloud Type Service Name 

 Cloud Services Cloud Interface 

 Charging Policy Service Usage Count 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 

 

OSS, BSS and SDSSs 

Billing, Operations and Service Delivery support services are logical 

governance functions (that include process based architectures). In the Telco 

space the “logical” governance functions are normally placed in two major 

contexts (BSS and OSS). With the emphasis on customers, services and the 

governance of the “cyber skin” there is the third (as introduced by wwite), 

the SDSS which is evolving to deal with customer centric business 

requirements. We also note that within a business that other governance contexts exist namely 

Marketing, Sales, Executive and Administration. 

The intent of this assessment is to understand the logical IT services governance domains of the 

organization and how they are tied to or overlap organizational domains. 

 

Per Organisation Topic:  SrvCtx-BSS,OSS,SDSS Total Contexts:  

Per Context Item Context Type Service Name 

 Cloud Services Cloud Interface 

 Charging Policy Service Usage Count 

 OPEX CAPEX 
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 BSS - Billing Support System 

 OSS  - Operational Support System 

 SDSS  -  Service Delivery Support System  

 

Per Organisation Topic:  SrvCtx-Cloud Svcs Total Online Users:  

Per Cloud Item Cloud Type Service Name 

 Cloud Services Cloud Interface 

 Charging Policy Service Usage Count 

 OPEX CAPEX 

 

 

 

Information Doctrine 

Introduction 
The wwite eBusiness framework’s fifth level is Information Doctrine.  This assessment is used to 

highlight the approach used to manage and design information systems within the business. In this 

assessment phase we introduce possibly new concepts and 

doctrine which have been used in some cases in traditional 

SDPs and completely with the development of the wwiteware 

service delivery platform. This assessment is then applied to the 

inner rings of the framework, the next being Deployment 

Strategy.   

 

The framework agenda for Information Doctrine is to: 

 Provide a number of back ground principles to information engineering 

 Identify the information management agenda and practices (doctrine) of the business 

 Identify the overall flows associated in information services, design and engineering 

 Identify if process centric data models prevail and if that approach needs to be evolved 
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 Identify Front and Back office information specification paradigms  

 Identify with specific models such as revenue instrumentation  

 Identify with access control principles and database maps 

 Identify where SOA and XML applies with eBusiness systems engineering 

 

The Information Doctrine- topic list is identified in the diagram right. Information Doctrines can be 

changed, added or discounted as required. All contexts comprise a generalized set of approximately ten 

questions of which several deal with costs and others context specialisations.  Of note is that particular 

information doctrines will affect governance and service delivery as 

well as the cost-risk dimension of system evolution. 

Businesses will have different approaches to both data and 

information engineering doctrines. Generally the past has focused on 

data models and transactional designs. The future is looking toward 

information engines for web search, click based retail, service 

platforms, business intelligence and decision support systems. 

Several of these topics are highlighted in the Specific Models topic 

 

 

Once the Information Doctrines  topics have been assessed, two outcome maps can be drawn for both 

the customer and capability dimension and the OPEX-CAPEX and revenue dimension. 

The two maps provide input to the final correlation stage which is after the System Construction 

assessment. 

 

Overall Phases 

This section provides critical background information to the nature of information engineering. The 

diagram below is used to depict a number of engineering dimensions in an architecture.  

The technical architecture diagram represents the Retail Outlets and Head Office of an organization 

indicating that a systems design embraces four major areas namely; Customers, Front Office, Back Office 

and services Infrastructure. The four areas provided for service personalization, usability and customer 

service management issues, back office process issues ( CRM, billing and Inventory) and the 

management of the infrastructure that delivers services.  
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Of note in the diagram are the parts of the front office and back office and the way they might interact.  

Technical (functional) architectures define interconnected interfaces where it is implied that “data” is 

passed between each function, some of which will process data and others will store and retrieve the 

“data”. Such architectures (called “transactional or connectivity architectures”) tend not to disclose 

system wide information governance designs (who is managing the system) and what the system wide 

information is and what means to the business and its customers (the federated information model). 

The diagram below shows the logical relationship of information constructs involved with the delivery of 

services to “subscribers”. It shows catalogues, devices, account management and infrastructure control. 

Of note, while the information model relates to the front and back office of the transactional 

architecture, it is not explicitly defined like that.  
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The information architecture is the entity-intelligence and identity architecture related to the 

information processing of a system that delivers services. Any or all of the items can be processed in the 

transactional architecture in the front end or back end systems to suit scale, capacity, security and 

governance practices. 

It follows that we see that IT project cost and risk overruns are encountered if the transactional 

architecture is developed prior to the buisnesses information and governance architecture. 

 

Conventional Business- IT Methodology 

The following diagram highlights the conventional method of taking business requirements into process 

specifications and then constructing that process with IT. While such methods are fine for process 

centric operations and automation, there are many deficiencies with that sequence when dealing with 

ebusiness at large and federated and customer centric (front of house) systems. 

 

 

Federated System- IT Methodology 

The following diagram highlights the conventional method of taking business requirements into process 

specifications with added steps namely: Information Engineering, Identity Engineering, Information 

Performance Engineering, Information Treatment Engineering and Information Governance. Once these 

steps have been completed the traditional data centric, process elements are completed and the 

implementation commenced. 
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These steps are necessary for modern day systems where customer centricity, information governance 

and federated approaches to IT are demand otherwise the system design process has major deficiencies 

and of course risks . 

Data Repositories 

Online system architectures have two data repository paradigms and two operational paradigms: 

For the data repository paradigm, we know that: 

 relational databases are well suited to the transactional processes that require data models that are 
dedicated to a particular application, and  

 directories contain identified information objects that in simple cases relate to the human user’s 
access to a system. But in more sophisticated situations the directory information objects relate to 
the identified resources of an online system that engage in the management and consumption of 
system services. 

For the operational paradigm:  

 there is the back office where transactional applications and databases reside, and  

 there is the front office where the user access and self care systems reside.  

Straddling the boundary between front and back are the session control functions and the product 

and services management functions - both of which are critical. 

Typically system designs place process-oriented repositories at the back of a system and the identified 

object repositories at the front of a system. With this information engineering doctrine we recognize 

that users can search the company’s online facilities (for information, etc) at different rates to those 

users who may actually authorise themselves to complete process centric transactions with the back 

office. 

 

Databases and Directories 

Data bases and directory systems therefore present two distinct capabilities namely: 

 Databases support process centric transactional data models which are dedicated to the 
application concerned. 

 Directories support identified managed information objects of a common, system wide design 
that enable multiple applications to operate more efficiently than using dedicated, fragmented 
data sets. 

 
Where the directory is used to represent the online resources of a business, the directory system scale 

and capacity represents the scale and capacity of that online business. 
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Information Architectures 

The information architecture of a business is specified by understanding the information sets and the 

identity and usage issues associated with such information. Information architectures once specified are 

then mapped onto the underlying technologies that can deal with the behavior, scale, capacity, 

management and security of that information. 

 

The diagram below identifies the key information architecture components of a front of house service 

delivery system. 

 

 

 

Of importance: 

 customers and their devices are considered,  

 the system design is overseen by an information and identity engineering taxonomy,  

 There are five major information design elements namely: customers, devices, preferences, 
entitlements and user defined services.  

 Managed delivery infrastructure is included because the MSO delivers managed services.  

 To the right of the diagram the back office applications such as billing, CRM, asset management, 
Telephone Number management, etc are shown.  

 

Identity Engineering 

Identity engineering is the basis of software quality and information security. Service delivery within an 

online system requires that information items representing real world entities and the events from them 

are associated in sophisticated and dynamic relationships according to the business and commercial 

requirements. 
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Consistency of identity management throughout the system and its external applications and servers is 

necessary for self-care and single view functions. It has the added benefit of reducing the lines of 

software, numbers of databases, cost and improving service delivery outcomes. 

 

Identity engineering starts the system design with the types and instances of the information items used 
within a system, deals with the quantities of them (there may be 1 billion items), deals with how their 
names are used and managed and deals with the rates at which they are used by the users and the 
system itself (information performance engineering).  The identity engineering doctrine creates a system 
information taxonomy under which is applied by new software developments and transformation 
initiatives.  
The typical identities in a customer centric system (and taxonomy) are: 
 

Subscribers Groups  Preferences Entitlements Telephone Numbers Mail Boxes 

Address Books Documents Web Pages Locations Products  

Services Sessions Connections Call Records Content 

Roles Policies Usage Plans Rate Codes Buildings 

Portals Servers Switches Routers Devices 

Smart Cards Account Data Trouble Tickets Reports Applications 

Data Tables Test Tools Network Addresses Security Algorithms Events 

Protocols Modules Images Files  

 

 

New generation system information taxonomy 

Underpinning customer-centric systems is the system information taxonomy. This taxonomy needs to 

address a wide range of common items such as identity management, products and services, user types, 

device types, server functions, portal types, locations, content, facilities, call features, roles, error codes, 

preferences and entitlements, so that information objects, data tables, integration code, scripting tools 

and end user interfaces can be coherently specified. 

Process Control 

Process Control describes the service context of automation which includes some device or electronic 

control system (SCADA, M2M).  The intent of this assessment is to ensure that process control systems 

are scaled correctly and that the device type configuration management systems and operations centers 

are in place. Such systems might be: 

 Energy production and distribution systems 

 Smart meters 

 Medical equipment , imaging 

 Media recorders, players,  

 Airline baggage systems 

 ATMs 

 Robots 

 POS and retail  
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Per Organisation Topic:  SrvCtx-Process Ctrl Total Online Devices Affected:  

Per Control Item System Type Device Types 

 Device Count Services Provided 

 Control Application Configuration Control 

 OPEX CAPEX 
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System Deployment 

Introduction 
The wwite eBusiness framework’s sixth level is System Deployment.  This assessment is used to highlight 

the eBusiness agenda in regard to journey of taking technology and software into its operational world. 

Transformation and Convergence (integration) strategies are consider as a major aspect of system 

deployment. 

 

To be completed 
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System Construction 
To be completed 

 

Introduction 
The wwite eBusiness framework’s seventh and last level is 

System Construction.  This assessment is used to highlight the 

eBusiness agenda in regard to the software (and hardware – to 

a lesser extent) it applies. 

The intent of this assessment phase is to get an overall snapshot of how the operational systems are 

directed, constructed and its overall properties and support factors. This is the last step in the 

assessment framework. 

 

The framework agenda for Construction is to: 

 Identify how key components are placed 

 Identify how key components are supported 

 Identify how configuration management and testing tasks 

are applied 

 Identify  why systems are real time or batch 

 Identify how software licencing is applied and costed 

 Identify how security is considered at the systems 

construction level 

 

The System Construction topic list is identified in the diagram right. 

System Construction topics can be changed, added or discounted 

as required. All topics  comprise a generalized set of approximately ten questions of which several deal 

with costs and others topic specialisations.  Of note is that particular System Construction methods will 

affect, possibly over several years, how the system is used and evolved – and transformation initiatives.   

 

Once the System Construction topics have been assessed, two outcome maps can be drawn for both the 

customer and capability dimension and the OPEX-CAPEX and revenue dimension. 

The two maps provide input to the final correlation stage which follows this assessment. 
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